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Calendar of Events

3 Annual membership is $15 per
individual, $20 per family, or $7.50 for
2017 Wormfest
4 full-time students.
Memberships
renewable on January 1st. Dues can
A Brief Visit to Some Utah Karst Features
5 be mailed to the membership committee
chairman:
Kettering Adult School Goochland Cave Trip
7
John Cassidy
NSS Convention 1994, Brackettville, Texas
9 414 Michigan Ave.
Troy, OH 45373
Cover Photo: One of the entrances to Utah’s Wind Caves,
looking out over Logan Canyon. Photo by Mike Hood.
Please make check payable to:
Dayton Underground Grotto
You can also pay with PayPal.

http://www.dugcaves.com/membershipVolume 24, Issue 8

August 2017 and-renewals.html

The Carbide Courier is on-line and available for download from
the Dayton Underground Grotto website. The newsletter is
published monthly. Submissions must be sent to the editor by
Friday preceding the last week of the month. Send submissions
to mkhood@woh.rr.com.
The Carbide Courier, copyright (c) 2017 by the Dayton
Underground Grotto.
Excluding reprinted material and
individually copyrighted articles, permission is granted to caving
and cave conservation organizations to reprint material from this
publication, with proper credit given to the author and The
Carbide Courier. Articles appearing in The Carbide Courier do
not necessarily represent the official views of the grotto and/or its
members.
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Calendar of Events
August 4-6

Indiana Cave Capers, Harrison County Fairgrounds, Corydon, IN
(http://www.cigcaves.com/indiana-cave-capers/all-about-cave-capers/)

August 13

Grotto regular membership meeting, 7pm, at Walter E. Stebbins High School.

September 9-10 - Caver Appreciation Weekend - Great Saltpetre Preserve
September 10 Grotto regular membership meeting, 7pm, at Walter E. Stebbins High School.
October 5-8

TAG Fall Cave-In

October 7-8

Subaru Outdoor Experience at Eastwood MetroPark

Get Your Very Own Grotto Patch!
Designed by our very own Tom Cottrell, you too can own one of these handsome patches. They are
$5 each. Contact Tom to purchase one (cottrell.thomas@att.net).
We are officially the 184th different NSS affiliated grotto to have produced a patch
Winner of the 2016 NSS Convention Symbolic Emblem "Caver's Choice" Award

GROTTO IS IN NEED OF A VICE CHAIRMAN!
THE GROTTO IS IN NEED OF A VICE CHAIRMAN. PLEASE CONTACT CHAIRMAN TAMA
IF YOU’RE INTERESTED IN THIS POSITION.
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Grotto Committees in Need of Chairs
The following committee chairman openings are being advertised in accordance with Grotto Act 06-02.
- Conservation Committee
- Landowner Relations Committee
- Safety and Rescue Committee
- Youth Groups Committee
Members interested in chairing any of these committees should contact the grotto chairman.

Has Any of your Information Changed??
- Address?
- Telephone?
- E-Mail?
- Joined the NSS?
- Other?
If so, please make sure you update your information on the DUG web page. Go to
the “Members-Only” section and click on the “Update Your Information” button.
Don’t have the Members-Only password? No problem, just go to
www.dugcaves.com and click on the “Request the Members-Only Password”
button.

2017 WORMFEST
The 2017 Wormfest may be held in conjunction with the
Caver Appreciation Weekend at the Great Saltpetre Preserve,
September 8-10. The Mammoth Cave area location is not
available. A t-shirt contest for Wormfest is being held. You
can find more information about it on our web page.
Contact Tama Cassidy for more information or to volunteer.
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A Brief Visit to Some Utah Karst Features
By Mike Hood
While Tracy and I were visiting our son in Utah
last month, we did get an opportunity to visit
some small caves and karst features in the popular
Logan Canyon of northeast Utah. The first one
we visited is known as the Wind Caves. This is a
very popular hike best done in the morning before
the 90-plus degree heat sets in. The hike from the
parking lot is 1.8 miles with an elevation gain of
2300 feet to the caves. It should also be noted
there is very little shade on the hike.
The caves are true solution limestone caves that
have been eroded over time so that all is left are
large entrances and a couple of big rooms. No
light is needed to visit the caves.

Took a break while relaxing in the cool shade of
the cave and posed for many photos before
making the return trip down the mountain. I
found the trip down to be worse than coming up
due to slipping often on the loose rocks and sand
of the steep trail.

The hike, though a little strenuous, wasn’t as bad
as it appeared and we made our way to the natural
bridge that is one of the entrances to the cave. We
The Carbide Courier - Page 5
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The next day found us on our way to spend the
day at Bear Lake that straddles the Utah/Idaho
state line. Along the way on Highway 89 through
Logan Canyon is the very obvious Rick’s Spring.
This large spring is part of the Logan River that
travels along the base of the canyon.

without a light as light from the entrance reaches
near the end. I did find a flashlight handy to get
to the small room at the back of the cave.

There are two caves at Rick’s Spring. One is the
small entrance you can see just left of the spring.
It extends back about 25 feet and then turns to the
right and dead ends into a round room. The second
cave is inside the spring itself. As it turns out, the
spring is a continuation of the Logan river that has
found its way into a natural fissure and ends up
resurfacing here. There is currently an estimated
2,200 ft. of explored underwater passage. At one
point it opens up to a dry area with a waterfall that
required some climbing, then the cave continues
even further underwater.
You can explore most of the small, dry cave

There are many caves and deep pits in the canyon,
including the popular, but now closed, Logan
Cave. The 4,290 foot long cave was once open to
exploration at your own risk, but was closed due
to White Nose Syndrome and to protect the bats.
You can easily spot the large, gated entrance from
the highway.
Further up the canyon is a popular spot known as
Tony’s Grove. Several deep pits are found here,
including Utah’s deepest (and some say hardest)
cave, Main Drain. At 1227 feet deep, it’s the 11th
deepest cave in the country. I did not try to find it
on my visit there.
Maybe I’ll actually try to do some caving when I
return next summer! Who knows?
The Carbide Courier - Page 6
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Kettering Adult School Goochland Cave Field Trip
By Joe Windows
Editor’s Note: Here is a short
trip report from March 1993,
when the grotto was just a
year old. The author, the late
Joe Windows, was a charter
member and affectionately
known as the “Father of the
Grotto.”
Along with Andy
Niekamp, he taught a course
on caving basics at the
Kettering Adult School. Many
of our early members came to
us from this program.
Late last summer a group of
Dayton cavers made an
attempt to get through the
first
breakdown
of
Goochland
cave
in
Rockcastle County, Kt. Time
was limited and no more than
an hour could be spent on our
effort. Out of time we had to
admit that the cave had
won
the first round. In
disappointment we returned
without seeing the largest part
of this impressive cave.
I
knew that the cave had been
extensively explored by the
members of SWORCA, the
Southwest Ohio Regional
Cavers Association, in the
early 1970's, and that many
of the members of that group
were still active cavers. with
this knowledge at hand, I
thought that this cave might
serve as an interesting cave to

visit with the members of the
Kettering Adult
School's
'Basic Caving class. After
learning that several of the
class
members were not
novice
cavers, I was even
more convinced that this
challenging cave would make
a good trip. However, I did
not want to waste their time
trying to get through each of
the various breakdowns in the
cave, and even perhaps not
finding our way through at all,
so I gave Werner Jud, one of
the SWORCA members, a call
to see if he could give me
some information on the way
through these rock piles. To
my good fortune I learned that
he and Ron Crawford, who is
the chairman of the Greater
Cincinnati Grotto, were going
to be in Rockcastle County to
investigate a
newly found
cave in the area. What was
really unexpected was when
the two of them agreed to lead
the trip.
My whining and
pleading tone of voice may
have
influenced
their
decision. Prior to the day of the
trip I managed to come down
with some sort of crud that
robbed me
of my voice,
energy, and desire to
do
anything other than go to bed
with a hot water bottle and a
hot toddy (known as Ouch
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Hooch). Too much planning
and preparation and too many
people were depending on me
for this trip,
otherwise I
probably would have blown it
off and went to bed.
We
agreed to meet at the entrance
of the cave at 12:00 noon.
After replacing some bones
that had been identified as
150 year old black bear bones
by the Dayton Museum of
Natural History to a nearby
cave, we met Ron, Werner,
and a friend of the two at the
magnificent entrance to
Goochland.
Ron's 4 wheel drive vehicle
got him right to the entrance,
whereas our party had to hoof
it nearly a mile from the
parking area. We suited up
and bid farewell to the
relatively
warm daylight.
Little did I know how much I
would appreciate that warmth
four hours later. We strolled
past the beautiful coral fossils
that are so abundant in this
cave, and made our way to
the dreaded first breakdown.
With no
hesitation Werner
scampered up a section of the
breakdown
that we had
walked
right by on my
previous trip. Boy, am I glad
Werner had consented to lead
the trip, otherwise, we would
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have probably wasted at least
another hour trying to find our
way. Werner
was certainly
earning his keep.
Up the
breakdown and down the
rather steep back side seemed
to keep everybody's attention.
No place for a slip! Soon after
descending into the section of
passage
named by
the
SWORCA
cavers as
the
'Miracle Mile' we
were
walking through some of the
coldest water
I have ever
experienced in a cave. I am
known for my love of water
and have even swam in Lake
Superior, but this water
seemed colder. I suspect that
due to the recent snow melt in
this area the water
was
running through the cave so ast
and in such quantity that it
didn't acquire normal cave
temperature. However, people
more
familiar with
Goochland than I say that the
cave is always colder than
other caves in the region. I'll
certainly buy that now.
Leaders Werner and Ron lead a
demanding pace to keep the
frigid environment from
driving us into hypothermia.
It worked for me. Other than
having totally numb feet that
felt like wood most of the
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time, I was not all that cold in
my upper body. Sick and
feverish, but not cold. The
pace that was needed to keep
our bodies generating heat
was not the best for sightseeing, we fairly flew by some
magnificent domes. We also
encountered some
nice
formations and some
especially impressive crinoids
in a waterfall. We also saw
the formation known as the
Lion's Paw. We stopped for a
breather at
the second
breakdown which terminates
the Miracle Mile.
Werner
pointed out the path through
this breakdown
and even
slithered in the contorted and
jumbled crack in the rocks to
prove that an agile thin person
could negotiate this formidable
looking corkscrew of a lead.
His howls of bone chilling
agony were testament to the
fact that he had encountered
more cold water than he was
willing to endure for more
than a few seconds. He was
quick to squirm his way back
to the rest of us before the
cold water could suck the life
out of him. When the students
were polled as to whether they
wanted to proceed further into
the cave,
their
silence
revealed there wishes. Ron
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Crawford obviously concurred
for he set off at a blistering
pace headed toward daylight.
Back through the icy waters of
the Miracle Mile, over the the
precipitous first breakdown,
past the corals, and out the
huge entrance on feet that
could no longer feel we all
welcomed the comfort of the
waiting sunshine. I thanked
Werner and Ron for a truly
miserable caving experience...I
said that with a smile..., and
we headed for the vehicles. I
have to say that Goochland
that day was
the coldest
caving trip
I have ever
experienced, but I'll bet that
my curiosity will have me back
in that great cave soon.
I
really do owe a debt
of
appreciation to Werner Jud and
Ron Crawford for they had to
put up with the same
discomforts as I did and
without their
help
we
probably
would still
be
poking
around that first
breakdown.
Thanks again
guys! Trip
members were:
Ron Crawford, Ron's friend
Jeff, Werner Jud, Dave Rice,
Joe Windows and K.A.S.
students Bob Pressell, Randy
Kern, Gordon Edwards, Aaron
Belvo, Franz Weckesser and
Tod Phelps.
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NSS Convention 1994, Brackettville, Texas
By Lou Simpson
Editor’s Note: The 2017 NSS
Convention, held in New
Mexico, recently concluded.
Here is an article by DUG
H o n o r a r y M e m b e r, L o u
Simpson, about DUG’s first
southwestern convention that
was held 90 miles west of San
Antonio.
Kickapoo Caverns
Kinney County, Texas
Caverns of Sonora
Sutton County, Texas
Chandler
Mark Colluzi
Don Conover
Sheila Gallogly
Colin Gatland
Harry Goepel
Dorothy Goepel
Heather Hilton
Sheryl Hilton
Mike Hood
Linda Johnson
Stephanie Caldwell
Andy Niekamp
Les Purvis
Lou Simpson
Reported by Lou Simpson
One week prior to our
departure for Texas, Sheryl
single-handedly air-freighted
Heather's large black dog,
Chandler, and Heather picked

him up in Albuquerque. To do
this, it was necessary to
purchase the largest cage
available. Since Chandler is
claustrophobic and afraid of
the dark, she trained Chandler
to enter the cage by tossing in
Snausages and other treats.
Since the cage wouldn't fit in
the car, it was necessary to
build the cage on Delta's
loading dock. Chandler had
been doped up and placed in
the cage as it was being built.
Sheryl placed a cyalume stick
on the outside of the cage so
Chandler wouldn't be in total
darkness in the cargo hold,
which is air conditioned and
pressurized, but dark. Three
hours later, Chandler arrived,
and eight hours later, he finally
woke up.
Sheryl began to
suffer from "empty doghouse
syndrome". "Can I get some
finches or another dog?" she
pleaded. I suggested she wait
a while to seehow nice it is not
to have to take care of such a
dependent pet.

drove west in the evening,
stopping at a real joint of a
steak place in the town of
D'hanis, with Buffalo heads on
the wall staring down at youall.
We picked up our
registration materials in
Brackettville, but the
guidebook that describes the
caves was not available.
Rather than try to find anybody
in the dark, we drove on
another 32 miles to Del Rio,
where we had reservations at
the Best Western Inn of Del
Rio. We also had reservations
at the Best Western La Siesta.
It turned out that the same
family operates both motels.
We decided to stay at the La
Siesta that night, which had a
nicer pool, but Sheryl liked the
rooms better at the Inn of Del
Rio and moved us the next
morning.
The rooms were
smaller and more humid at the
La Siesta, and the doorknobs
were difficult to turn. Both
motels include a full breakfast
and a three-drink happy hour.

Sheryl and I flew Southwest
Airlines to San Antonio on
Sunday, June 19, leaving from
Indianapolis.
We rented a
Mercury Cougar from Hertz
and had to read the directions
to figure out how to operate
the seat adjustments.
We

O n M o n d a y, J u n e 2 0 , I
attended the US exploration
session. Presentations were
given on Hawaii, Lechuguilla,
H i d d e n R i v e r, C a r l s b a d ,
Powell's (Texas), and Fisher
Ridge.
One of the three
Hawaii talks was about the
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exploration of an 810-foot
deep volcanic pit. My name
was mentioned in the Fisher
Ridge talk as having been
rescued from a flood. Much
more cave has been found in
Fisher Ridge, which was
written about in a recent NSS
News.
In Carlsbad, the
Chocolate High upper level is
apparently on the same level
as passages in Spider Cave,
which is between Carlsbad and
Lechuguilla. Heather said she
might take the Park Service's
wild tour of Spider.
Sheryl picked up Chandler at
Heather's camp in the Swamp
and kept him all week at the
Inn of Del Rio. We named the
DUG campground the
DUGout. A DUG banner was
displayed on the side of
Colin's tent. Temperatures in
the daytime reached as high as
105 degrees, so we tried to
stay in the shade or in an airconditioned room.
Goepels
also camped at the Inn of Del
Rio.
The convention site was an
historic army fort, with many
wooden buildings spread over
a large area. Fort Clark spring
wells up in a circular pool 300
feet in diameter and flows
through a large swimming
pool and then becomes Las
Moras Creek, which I was
told,
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if you cross it, all your sins are
washed away. Sheryl saw five
deer at one of the golf courses.
On Monday evening, we all
attended the Howdy Party,
which was held at another
location seven miles out of
Brackettville, where there is an
Alamo movie set. The food
was good and easy to reach,
since it was spread out over a
wide area. Some of us waited
until fairly late to take the bus
from Fort Clark and didn't
have to wait in any lines for
the food. The menu included
barbecue beef, beans,
enchiladas, corn on the cob,
cookies, and other things.
After dinner there was a
reenactment of the last battle
of the Alamo.
On Tuesday, June 21, Dorothy,
Harry, Sheryl, and I drove to
the southern edge of Del Rio,
parked the car, and walked
over the Mexican border to
Ciudad Acuna. We purchased
blankets, jewelry, leather
goods, liquor, a guitar, and
fragile wooden trays with a
painting of the Last Supper.
Our favorite store-owner was
Jesse, whose un-airconditioned store located
farther from the border had
more reasonable prices. We
had lunch at Dos Palmes.
Dorothy, who speaks fluent
Spanish, was able to translate
for us.
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The part of the city we saw
consisted of narrow one-way
streets with small souvenir
stores and many dentist and
doctor offices.
Tuesday evening, Goepels
went to Caverns of Sonora on
one of the buses leaving from
Fort Clark. They didn't get
back until 3 in the morning.
Colin and other DUG cavers
went to Devil's Sinkhole.
Sheryl and I drove north to
Amistad Lake, where Sheryl
stopped at the lodge and
listened to the owner's marital
problems. The dam crosses
the international border and
there is a rain god shrine on
the Mexican side, but we got
there too late to go across. We
learned the lake is very clear
and suitable for SCUBA
diving. There is a submerged
city beneath the lake. Sheryl
and I had dinner at Alberto's
Mexican restaurant in Del Rio,
where Randy Travis once
dined. When Sheryl and I
arrived at Fort Clark,
everybody was either at
Caverns of Sonora or watching
a million bats fly out of Green
Cave. I bought a mega Petzl
and a Justrite electric light
from Bob Liebman.
Wednesday morning, Heather
and Mark went to Kickapoo
Caverns. The guidebooks were
finally available, having been
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stuck in a warehouse in
Chicago.
I attended the
international explorations
ession.
Caves in Belize,
Australia, Mexico, Guatemala,
and China were featured. I
was especially interested in the
technologies used in the
Huautla expedition, which
included fiber optic
communications (the local
people cut it), a portable
hydroelectric generator for
charging lamps (didn't work
well because the water flow
was too erratic and the
chargers turned themselves off
after a few minutes), and
rebreathers. The rebreathers
were pioneered by the cavers,
and worked well, except above
about five feet depth. One
caver died as a result of using
the rebreather at a shallow
depth to avoid carrying the 150
pound rig through an air-filled
passage beyond the sump.
Many cavers left the
expedition after the five-day
body retrieval, but four
pursued the expedition goal
nevertheless and managed to
find a couple more kilometers
of cave beyond the sump. The
rebreathers were a computercontrolled system that mixed
helium and oxygen and
cleaned the carbon dioxide out
of the gas that was exhaled.
These devices had been tested
for an long as 21 continuous
hours underwater.
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That evening I had dinner with
the DUG cavers at the Las
Moras Restaurant at Fort
Clark.
Our rowdy
conversation tested the limits
of tolerance of the local
residents and the restaurant
staff. Later, we tried our luck
at the squeeze box. I was able
to get through a nine-inch
clearance. Linda Johnson was
able to go as low as 7 and a
quarter, I think. Some children
were able to go through at 6
inches, the lowest setting.
With more width available, I
think a person can actually get
through a lower spot. We also
climbed through the artificial
wooden cave and played on the
athletic equipment. A band
was playing and the pool was
open all evening.
Thursday, Heather, Mark, Les,
and other DUG cavers went to
Acuna. Mark got 600 pesos
from an ATM and then realized
that the new peso is worth
1000 of the old ones, so he had
withdrawn $200 US. After
purchasing numerous cave
books and another mega Petzl
light at the campground,
Sheryl and I went to Kickapoo
Caverns, a gated cave owned
by the state. Most of the other
DUG cavers had already
entered the cave by the time
we arrived. A five-foot post
along the road showed how
high the road can be flash-
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flooded, but there was no
danger of the cave flooding,
apparently. We had purchased
an umbrella for shade during
the mile hike, since the
temperature was over a
hundred.
The cave
temperature was 72 degrees, so
we didn't wear overalls. The
cave features huge columns
and delicate helictites. We met
the rest of the group on their
way out while we were
negotiating the huge
breakdown-floor passage. The
convention staff had marked
parts of the cave off-limits
with flagging tape, but the part
we saw was great anyway. We
got a ride part of the way back
to our car because we were the
last to tour the cave and the
staff picked us up in their
truck.
Sheryl and I returned to Del
Rio and did some laundry. At
5 PM it got really windy and
empty concrete sacks were
swirling around and hitting
cars. We turned on the TV and
learned there was a tornado
warning for Del Rio, so we
went downstairs to the dining
room to be in a safer place.
Fortunately, it was happy hour.
Later, it didn't look so bad out,
so we started driving toward
Brackettville, but the weather
got worse, so we turned back.
Although we had tickets for
the first session of the photo
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salon, we thought we'd be late
and the NSS doesn't let you
enter the salon late. We didn't
arrive until the second one
started, and we still had to wait
because the first group was
still in session. The program
was long because it included
announcements of awards for
print and cartographic salons,
even though these prizes were
already posted. I didn't get an
opportunity to see these things,
and I hear there were two realtime computer displays of cave
maps that rotated and looked
three-dimensional.
Excerpts
from cave movies were shown,
and a multi-slide projector
show other than Colin's was
shown.
It was about
Lechuguilla and used a
technique of overlaying slides
into each other in intricate
ways to build images, but the
pace was slow and the music
was an original jazz
composition.
Colin's show
would be shown on Friday
morning in another session.
The color slide program was
interesting, as usual. A new
category included enhanced
slides, and I was especially
interested in one in which a
tiny caver was shown standing
on a lion's tail at the end of a
soda straw.
Following the salon, the
Swampers held a GrecoRamen Noodle Wrestling
event. Heather threatened to
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hug us with noodles all over
her. When we left with the
dog, we heard them chanting
"Chand-LER! Chand-LER!"
On Friday, June 24, we
watched the cave movies and
multiple-projector slide shows.
The DUG entry received
prolonged applause.
One
professionally-produced movie
was a 45-minute presentation
on Carlsbad. I hung around
the campground that afternoon
and went swimming in the
pool. The cool spring water, at
72 degrees, was refreshing in
the 105 degree heat. I watched
R.C. Shroeder's demonstration
of the GOSH ascender.
It
occurred to R.C. and to us
watching that he was having
little difficulty camming down
as well as up the rope he had in
a tree. It makes sense to cam
down a short drop instead of
rappelling, since no
changeover would ever be
required. R.C. was able to go
up or down practically without
using his hands, just by how he
moved his feet relative to the
rope.
Whether this would
work well under actually cave
conditions needs to be tested.
The banquet was held outdoors
near the pool. Instead of the
usual long lines, we all sat
down at tables with tablecloths
andreal china plates. Food was
served right when the banquet
was supposed to start,
The Carbide Courier - Page 12

consisting of chicken fried
steak, real mashed potatoes,
green beans, rolls, a bottle of
wine for the table, and carrot
cake for dessert. Definitely a
better than average NSS
banquet.
Following the
banquet, the group moved to
an amphitheater in a quarry for
the awards ceremony. I caught
a ride with Heather and Mark
back to Del Rio where they
picked up Chandler and
headed back to New Mexico.
On Saturday, June 25, Sheryl
and I drove to Sonora and took
the medium-length tour of
Caverns of Sonora lasting
about an hour and fifteen
minutes. The ticket sales line
was slow, but we got in for
half price, at $3.75 each. We
saw most of the cave. The first
half is relatively undecorated,
but nice passage. The guide
pointed out the original
entrance and the low crawls by
which the cave was first
explored. Beyond a pit the
cave became progressively
more decorated, until we were
surrounded by helictites and
draperies. All the walls were
covered with white crystal.
We p h o t o g r a p h e d t h e s e
outstanding formations,
including the famous butterfly.
One of the other cavers on the
tour told our guide that even
cavers who normally cave in
Lechuguilla were impressed
with this cave. Back on the
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surface I bought some light-colored fudge that the cave's sugary bright walls made me crave.
We drove to San Antonio and stayed at a Best Western near the airport. It had four hot tubs. The next
afternoon we flew back to Indianapolis. After getting lost in Indy, we finally returned home by 1:30
AM Monday morning. The Last Supper plate was pretty well smashed, but the guitar works well.
Lou Simpson is a Honorary Member of the grotto, NSS Fellow, and recipient of the NSS’ prestigious
Lew Bicking Award.

A few more photos from Utah’s Wind Cave, including the map of the trail.
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